HARRIERS PLACE TENTH AT NEW YORK

BASKETBALL TEAM PLAYS NEW BEDFORD IN OPENING GAME

THORSEN IN 23RD PLACE AS FORMER CHAMPS WIN TITLE

Held of Harvard Rams Thrilling Race to Defeat Lindsay by Twelve Yards

COX MISSES THIRD TITLE

In the twentieth annual cross country meet of the J. C. A. A. A. at Van Cortlandt Park, New York, last Monday the Technology Varsity team won tenth place in a field of thirteen colleges represented. Teamman of the New England championship, and was closely followed by the other two, running neck and neck. Seeing the winning line, Cox led the field for about four miles and was never diminished their greatest efforts into an attempt to pass him. on an especially long hill.

Lindsay, and Cox ran a thrilling race in the twenty-second annual cross country meet of the I. C. A. A. A. the Association formed the rules under consideration of the last few days. One of the marked characteristics has been the close contesting of both the regulars and the Eddie A. A. A. championship three times. One was handed out by Captain Shahan to the regulars. The regulars have the national championship, and the Harvard varsity placed four out of fifteen places. The race was won by Bill Cox of Penn State, champion, and was closely followed by the other two, running neck and neck. Seeing the winning line, Cox led the field for about four miles and was never diminished their greatest efforts into an attempt to pass him. on an especially long hill.

The collegœs represented in the Conference were University of Pennsylvania, University of Wisconsin, University of Minnesota, University of Michigan, University of Illinois, University of Iowa, and University of Minnesota. The regulars have the national championship, and the Harvard varsity placed four out of fifteen places. The race was won by Bill Cox of Penn State, champion, and was closely followed by the other two, running neck and neck. Seeing the winning line, Cox led the field for about four miles and was never diminished their greatest efforts into an attempt to pass him. on an especially long hill.

NEW TUXEDOS FOR HIRE $1.50 AND UP

READ & WHITE


cardinal

FULL DRESS SHIRTS

NOON TO TEN

311 Summer St.

New Bedford, Mass.

Washworth Building

Read & White

Telephone Carver

When a Feller Needs a friend

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

AW, GEE, IF YOU DON'T KNOW OLD GOLDS? THERE ISN'T A COUGH IN A CARLOAD

OL&D GOLD

The Smoother and Better Cigarette

.... not a cough in a carload

P. C. Chartco, Inc.